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For Xandra—you inspire me to do what’s best and 

be my best, every single day. I love you.
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PRAISE. KIND OF.
A C T U A L  T H O U G H T S  F R O M  J A Y 

A C U N Z O ’ S  A C T U A L  R E A D E R S ,  N O T 
E X P E R T S  D O I N G  H I M  A  F A V O R .

In 1855, after reading Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, 
Ralph Waldo Emerson sent the young poet a congratula-
tory letter. “I greet you at the beginning of a great career,” 
he wrote. The following year, when Whitman published 
a second edition of the same collection, he printed those 
words in gold leaf along the spine, and thus, “blurbs” 
were born.

Blurbs are the promotional quotes that authors put on 
their books (and websites, and social media, and neck tat-
toos…you get it). There’s nothing wrong with them, per se. 
They’ve just become a bit gnarled over the years. Rather 
than unsolicited words of encouragement, they’re man-
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ufactured requests for praise—favors called in from one 
author to others. Whether or not the others have spent 
meaningful time with the text is unclear.

Today’s blurbs are badges more similar to pieces of 
flair worn by a waiter at Chili’s than proud symbols of 
achievement on a boy or girl scout’s sash—symbols that 
are hard-won through hard work.

For reasons you’ll soon learn in this book, Jay Acunzo 
broke from the convention and asked his email subscrib-
ers to blurb his writing. These are actual comments from 
actual, longtime readers.

*  *  *

“Acunzo’s writing and storytelling are unmatched in the 
generally droll B2B space. He finds unique ways to inspire, 
enlighten, and reinvigorate an audience who can be easily 
burnt out and underappreciated in their creative tasks. Jay 
has created a tribe and a community around daring to 
be great and defying best practices in a world that thrives 
on mediocrity.”

—AMBER  VAN  MOESSNER ,  DIRECTOR  OF 
CONTENT  MARKETING ,  NEW  YORK ,  NY

“I love Jay’s enthusiastic style, his big ideas, and his willingness 
to challenge and change the world. He’s not afraid to say what 
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others won’t in a way others can’t. No one tells a story like Jay, 
and the lessons…OH…the lessons.”

—ANDREW  DAVIS ,  AUTHOR  AND  KEYNOTE 
SPEAKER ,  BOCA  RATON,  FL

“It sounds so cheesy to say, but Jay’s words light my soul on 
fire and just make me want to do amazing things. His writing 
is a manifesto for rediscovering and unleashing passion and 
pride for the work we’re all doing.”

—MELISSA  STEVENS ,  DIRECTOR  OF 
DIGITAL  MARKETING ,  BOSTON,  MA

“When I read anything from Jay, it feels like he’s talking 
directly to me. Every. Single. Time. His honesty is contagious 
and a reflection of his understanding of people. It’s baffling, 
like some sort of sorcery.”

—HALEY  NEID,  BRAND  MANAGER ,  DALLAS ,  TX

“Jay is seemingly able to convert my sentiments into words 
that I can forward to my teams. He is an idealist in the best 
possible way. He says the things that many are thinking 
but are afraid to say for fear of disregarding the prevailing 
best practices.”

— STEVE  RADICK ,  VP  OF  PR ,  PITTSBURGH ,  PA

“I love that Jay demands to know, Is this the right way, 
or is it just the way we’re all traveling because…we’re all 
traveling that way? Few people offer truly original, deeply 
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thoughtful, and highly useful contributions. Jay does. 
Every time.”

— SHERENE  STRAHAN,  UNIVERSITY  MARKETING 
MANAGER ,  PERTH ,  AUSTRALIA

“Jay’s unabashed glee for the process of creation comes through 
in everything he writes. His writing style evokes an honest 
and sincere conversation between friends. Anyone who likes 
to create in any capacity will appreciate Jay’s work.”

—ADAM  P.  NEWTON,  SENIOR  CONTENT 
STRATEGIST,  HOUSTON,  TX

“Jay’s writing is conversational, approachable, and relat-
able in a way that lots of business writing isn’t. I can always 
count on him for a ‘straight shooter’ approach, sharing the 
things that others may not be willing or able to say about 
our industry.”

—MELANIE  DEZIEL ,  ENTREPRENEUR  AND 
CONSULTANT,  NEW  YORK ,  NY

“Jay sees the people, not the practice, which equates to push-
ing for better versions of ourselves rather than better versions 
of marketing.”

—ANTHONY  COPPEDGE ,  AGILE  MARKETING 
CONSULTANT,  OKLAHOMA  CITY,  OK

“It’s refreshing to read something so relevant and down to 
earth. Jay is relatable for readers like me who feel as though 
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they’re working out at least five different things every time 
they sit down to work.”

—CARLA  ALDERSON,  SERVICE  OPERATIONS 
MANAGER ,  HALIFAX ,  NOVA  SCOTIA

“Every story feels personal, like we’re sitting around catch-
ing up over a beer. Jay has a unique voice and take that will 
get you thinking about your own work and life in ways you 
probably haven’t considered before.”

—CHRIS  COOPER ,  ENTREPRENEUR 
AND  WRITER ,  DENVER ,  CO

“In a world where everyone is suddenly an expert, Jay isn’t 
trying to add himself to any lists. He breaks through the BS and 
helps unlock new ways to think about creative work. If you’re 
feeling stuck or uninspired or jaded, Jay’s writing will pull you 
out of your funk and get you excited about what you can do.”

—LEE  PRICE ,  MANAGING  EDITOR ,  VALDOSTA ,  GA

“Jay’s way of spotlighting stories and creators will end up 
inspiring you to jump the unthinkable gaps you’ve set up in 
your mind.”

—BEN  H .  ROME ,  MARKETING  CREATIVE ,  WASHINGTON,  DC

“If you’re tired of emotional pablum and lifeless marketing, 
give Acunzo a look. He’s not afraid to take a very different 
stance than the ‘others.’”

—STAN DUBIN, PRESIDENT AND CONSULTANT, CLEARWATER, FL
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“Instead of reading regurgitated ideas on a boring business 
blog, read this instead. Everyone preaches authenticity 
and creativity, but this guy actually practices it day in and 
day out.”

—BEN  SAILER ,  BLOG  MANAGER ,  FARGO,  ND

“Jay’s work is for people who hate self-help formulas. His work 
is a display of case studies and creative challenges meant to 
spark your own genius.”

—HEATHER  DOLLAR ,  DESIGNER ,  RALEIGH ,  NC
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C H A P T E R  1

THE WHEEL

“The day of reckoning is upon us, my brothers! What is 
life, if not to die a glorious death?”

The Viking leader stood at the back of his ship, barking at 
his men as a storm threatened to overturn them.

“Fear not, for tonight we drink in the halls of Valhalla! 
Row! Awaken, and welcome death!”

Seconds later, their ship tumbled over a waterfall…
straight into a man’s mouth. Millions of people laughed.

Those people were watching the Super Bowl, and those 
Vikings were part of a commercial for Death Wish Coffee. 
Television airtime during the big game carries a hefty 
price tag—upwards of $5 million per thirty seconds—but 
Death Wish ran this ad for free.
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For the average small business, a free Viking-themed 
Super Bowl ad would be the most surprising thing about 
them, but if we were coffee experts, we might point to 
something else. If we were coffee experts, we might be 
surprised to learn Death Wish is able to survive at all, let 
alone thrive as it is today. In fact, if we were coffee experts, 
an early decision made by the company’s founder might 
seem so unconventional, we’d consider it unthinkable.

And here’s the thing: It is unthinkable. Until you hear his 
side of the story.

Death Wish founder and CEO Mike Brown mostly wears 
black hoodies, jeans, and work boots. He has short brown 
hair and a close-cropped beard—both touched with 
gray—and a broad, warm smile. Although he loves the 
work he does at Death Wish, he didn’t set out to start this 
company. He didn’t set out to work in the coffee indus-
try whatsoever.

His journey began in Saratoga Springs, New York. It’s one 
of those classically northeastern American towns. Squat, 
brick buildings with local shops and restaurants dot the 
main street, and plenty of leafy green neighborhoods 
weave all around it. Lots of blue-collar workers call the 
area home, while lots of New York City residents, living 
200 miles south of Saratoga, call it “that place with the 
horse racing.”
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In 2008, Mike Brown felt like his career had stumbled out 
of the gate. He’d earned a master’s degree in accounting 
because he figured that’s what a successful professional 
does. But after landing a job following graduation, he 
realized he hated accounting. He was miserable, so 
he quit.

After a few weeks of lounging around local coffee 
shops without any prospects or ideas, Mike decided 
to start a coffee shop of his own. He called it Saratoga 
Coffee Traders.

As you’ve probably experienced firsthand, most coffee 
shops look the same. Sure, there are a few incremental 
differences: a pristine white display case, a new twist on 
a familiar drink, and, wait a second, is that some extra 
exposed brick I see? (My millennial senses are tingling!) 
But for the most part, every coffee shop experience feels 
identical. Mike knew this all too well. After spending 
countless hours in those establishments, growing increas-
ingly frustrated with the commodity feel, he decided to 
build something different.

Unfortunately, simply aspiring to create something excep-
tional doesn’t guarantee you will. You still need to make 
the right decisions to succeed, and despite Mike’s admi-
rable intentions, he was making some terrible decisions. 
For instance, to liven up his menu, he decided to sell 
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twenty-five different blends of coffee. Even worse, he 
carried more than two hundred different types of candy. 
(Yes! At a coffee shop!) So in one sense, I guess Mike suc-
ceeded in building a different kind of experience than 
the average coffee shop. Of course, as he soon realized, 
it’s not enough to simply be “different” than the average. 
Because Mike was tanking his business.

“I pretty much ran it into the ground,” he said. He’d been 
open for less than a year, and he was already in danger 
of closing shop. “I actually painted out the worst-case 
scenario. If I lost everything—if I lost all my savings, and 
I had to sell my house and sell my car—what would be my 
worst-case scenario?”

He figured, God forbid, if all that happened, he’d move 
back in with his mother. He’d be damned if he’d return 
to accounting. He’d rather sell all of his belongings and 
move home.

“And that’s exactly what happened,” he said. “The exact 
worst-case scenario that could have happened, happened. 
It was even a little worse than that too. I had to borrow 
money from my mom to pay my employees.”

To turn things around, Mike did what many of us would 
do in his shoes: he sought the advice of experts. Every-
one he met, plus all the research he conducted, pointed 
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to one fatal flaw in his business. Without realizing it, he 
had committed a mortal sin in the coffee industry. Mike 
was roasting the wrong type of coffee bean.

This realization, and Mike’s subsequent reaction, would 
ultimately spawn the wildly successful Death Wish 
Coffee brand. But to understand what happened next 
and why it was so unthinkable to industry experts, we 
first need to know some basics about coffee beans.

The two most common types of coffee beans are called 
arabica and robusta. Arabica beans represent more than 70 
percent of the world’s coffee crop each year. That cute little 
cafe on the corner? They serve arabica. That bag of beans 
from the grocery store? Arabica. That grande-skinny-half-
caff-Guatemalan-Casi-Cielo at Starbucks? Yeah, arabica.

This makes sense, since arabica is delicious. Robusta, on 
the other hand, can be borderline torture to drink. You 
typically encounter robusta beans in instant coffees, like 
those little sleeves of grounds you see in hotel rooms—the 
stuff you mix into hot water as you sob quietly over your 
mug. Robusta coffee is the kind of coffee that makes you 
weigh how badly you need your fix against how willing 
you are to have Nasty Old Man Breath for the next twenty-
four hours.

In the minds of coffee experts, there is a right and a wrong 
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bean to roast, and our friend Mike was roasting the wrong 
one. He came to the conclusion that if Saratoga Coffee 
Traders was going to succeed, he had to roast arabica 
beans. That’s the best practice. That’s what he should do.

One day, a customer walked into Mike’s struggling shop and 
asked, “What’s the strongest cup of coffee you can make?”

The customer was a truck driver about to embark on 
another long journey, so he told Mike he wanted some-
thing strong and dark. However, after all the research 
Mike had just done, he knew that “strong” and “dark” 
usually don’t mix. (Despite what you might think, lighter 
coffees are more caffeinated.) So Mike did his best to sat-
isfy his customer, pouring the truck driver the darkest 
roast he’d brewed that day, and the man went on his way.

As the shop fell quiet again, and Mike’s anxiety about his 
business began to creep back into his mind, he realized 
he’d heard that request before, always from the same 
type of person: truck drivers, construction workers, and 
all these hard-charging, hardworking individuals. They 
would march into the shop and demand stronger and 
darker coffee. Mike wondered, “What if I surprised that 
group of people?” He set his sights on a new goal: Mike 
would create the world’s strongest coffee.

That’s a great aspiration, right? But more than merely 
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sounding good, this aspiration helped Mike make good 
decisions in a very concrete way. By stating his aspiration 
out loud, he turned that previously vague desire to do 
something great into something specific he could create. 
Before that moment, he’d tried everything and anything 
to figure out what “better than average” meant. Once he 
was able to articulate it, however, Mike regained a sense 
of clarity that he’d lost along the way.

Without realizing it, Mike had unhooked himself from 
the endless cycle that we each face whenever we make 
decisions at work. We’ll explore this cycle in more detail 
later. For now, just know that it’s the reason why so much 
commodity work exists today. This ubiquitous approach to 
making decisions is why so much work and so many careers 
plateau. Mike, on the other hand, eventually bridged the 
gap between commodity work and an exceptional career.

How can we do that too?

WHAT DOES YOUR “BEST WORK” EVEN MEAN?

Have you ever stopped to wonder what it really takes 
to do your best work? What does it take to do anything 
exceptional compared to the typical stuff shared around 
your industry?

A lot of ink and many more pixels have been used to 
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explore the traits of successful people. The idea here is 
that, if we can mimic them, we can be successful too. I’ll 
admit, many of those books are well-intentioned and 
quite good to read. Unfortunately, most are crap on a 
cracker. Attempting to learn from others only goes so 
far. It’s the same as simply relying on conventional think-
ing. All of this merely provides us with possibilities, not 
answers, and then it’s up to us to vet those possibilities to 
ensure they’ll work for us. That’s what ultimately matters 
most, isn’t it?

Unfortunately, vetting ideas or advice is not something 
most of us have been taught to do. It’s not something 
we spend much time doing, either, especially when you 
consider how much time we put in learning from experts, 
looking for shortcuts, or even tinkering with the latest 
trends or tools. Rarely do we stop to wonder if we’re 
making the best possible decisions for our specific situ-
ations. By the end of this book, that’s what you’ll be able 
to do. As we embark on this journey together, unlike most 
advice books, we’re not looking to learn what it takes 
for “anyone” to do their best work. Instead, we’ll focus 
on a much more important question: how can you start 
doing yours?

To figure that out, Mike Brown articulated his aspiration 
out loud to himself and to others: “I’ll create the world’s 
strongest coffee.” With that statement in mind, he could 
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begin to vet his ideas, as well as the endless advice of 
others, to make the best decision for his specific situation. 
Using that aspiration like a litmus test, he could more easily 
and confidently understand which idea or approach made 
sense, and to what degree. For example, when experts 
told Mike to stop selling twenty-five types of coffee and 
two-hundred types of candy, he instantly agreed. That 
advice made total sense for his situation. If you’re going to 
create the world’s strongest coffee, you can’t be distracted 
with the cost, logistics, and marketing required to sell hun-
dreds of products. On the other hand, when Mike was told 
to roast arabica beans instead of robusta, he confidently 
bucked the trend. Arguably, using arabica coffee was the 
most widely-accepted approach among coffee businesses 
in North America. Doing anything else would be foolish, 
almost crazy, but to Mike, roasting robusta beans seemed 
like the best decision for him. Why?

It turns out that roasted robusta beans contain more 
caffeine than roasted arabica beans. According to the 
Coffee Research Institute, one robusta bean is more than 
2 percent caffeine, while one arabica bean is just over 1 
percent. On average, a single cup of coffee made with 
robusta contains 83 percent more caffeine than the other 
stuff. If your aspiration is to create the world’s strongest 
coffee, this information is pretty darn useful.

So, yes, in general, you should roast arabica beans for your 
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coffee. But Mike isn’t operating in a generality. He oper-
ates in a very specific situation, just like the rest of us. 
For Mike, it made more sense to reject the conventional 
approach and roast robusta coffee. As we know already, 
the last thing he wanted was to create another average 
coffee shop. However, only once he committed to cre-
ating the world’s strongest coffee did Mike know what 

“better than the average” meant to him.

In our quest to do great work, Mike’s aspirational 
statement holds a clue for how we might start our 
decision-making process. In later chapters, we’ll explore 
the idea of aspirations in more detail and learn about a 
powerful heuristic called “aspirational anchors.” For now, 
ask yourself: When you say you aspire to be exceptional 
instead of average, what exactly does that mean? In a 
world full of best practices, what are the right practices 
for you? What is your version of the robusta coffee bean?

Once Mike decided to roast robusta beans, he broke 
from experts in a stark way. But admittedly, conventional 
thinking still holds some value. It can tell us what worked 
in the past or what works for others, and when we need 
results, we’d be wise to consider that information. The 
whole “stand on the shoulders of giants” maxim feels 
valid, doesn’t it?

So if you’re Mike, and you’re going to break from what 
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experts say to do, you better be damn sure that you’re 
well-informed. In other words, it’s not enough to merely 
break from conventional thinking. The goal is to under-
stand our situation enough to know whether or not the 
conventional approach is right for us. When all Mike did 
was fight against the commodity coffee shop experience, 
he tanked his business. Not until he could explain why 
his way was better than the typical way did he actually 
see any results. If he started as a rebel without a cause, 
he then transformed into a rebel with a purpose—and 
that purpose was something coffee experts could never 
have anticipated.

Working behind the counter at Saratoga Coffee Trad-
ers that first year, Mike got to know who his customers 
were and what they wanted. His customers were truck 
drivers, construction workers, entrepreneurs, service 
workers and stable workers at racetracks, and other lace-
up-your-boots and pick-up-your-pail types. Mike realized 
that these customers viewed coffee the same way they 
viewed Red Bull or Five Hour Energy: as a means to an 
end. Mike reasoned that if his customers wanted strong 
coffee, and they viewed coffee as a hasty transaction 
instead of a long, leisurely activity, then the chocolatey 
or fruity flavors promised by arabica roasts weren’t as 
important. For Mike’s customers, the goal was the out-
come, not the experience. They wanted the ends, through 
whatever means necessary.
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So what “ends” did Mike’s customers want? In finding 
the answer, Mike was inspired by that simple ques-
tion from that one truck driver. Remember, he wanted 
a dark and strong cup of coffee. What this man didn’t 
realize, however, is that those two traits don’t typically 
go together. You see, as all coffee experts know, darker 
roasts tend to be weaker. That’s because the beans have 
been roasted for longer, removing more caffeine than in 
lighter roasts. But if Mike had shared this fact with the 
truck driver, in addition to losing that customer thanks 
to a rather condescending reply, he would have made 
two faulty assumptions that industry experts often make. 
First, in claiming that “strong” and “dark” don’t typically 
go together, a coffee expert is assuming that the coffee 
in question is arabica. You can’t create a dark roast that’s 
also strong since, to get arabica coffee dark enough, you 
end up roasting away much of its caffeine. The second 
assumption is that the other common type of coffee, 
robusta, isn’t a viable option, given the more bitter flavor 
and small inventory in North America. So now you have 
two choices: create a dark roast or a strong roast. You 
can’t do both.

On average, these assumptions are true. But Mike isn’t 
operating in an average situation. He didn’t act like 
an expert, embracing what works in general. Instead, 
he acted like an investigator, looking for evidence of 
what could work in his specific situation, with his spe-
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cific customers. His customers drank coffee like those 
chemical-flavored energy drinks. Robusta beans are 
fine. Darker and stronger coffee is possible. I’ll create the 
world’s strongest coffee. Mike’s aspiration was both per-
sonal and logical. He wasn’t a rebel without a cause at all.

Next, Mike extracted an insight from his data to ensure 
his aspiration matched what his customers were willing 
to buy. His data was simple, if qualitative: customers kept 
asking for strong coffee. Therefore, it’s easy to make the 
assumption that customers want stronger coffee. But 
that’s not a true insight—not yet. Instead, acting like a 
true investigator, Mike kept asking questions. Why? Why 
do customers keep asking for stronger coffee? What is it about 
them in particular?

Well, obviously, they want more caffeine. No?

Sure, Mike thought, but why do they want more caffeine?

Well, clearly, they want more energy during their day. 
Right?

Yes, but why do they want more energy during their day? 
What are they doing all day?

It’s here that Mike found a useful insight—one that could 
challenge industry-wide assumptions of what works “in 
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general” and help him tailor his decision-making. (When 
the answer to “Why?” stops feeling obvious, you know 
you’re on the right track.) So, why did Mike’s customers 
want more energy? Well, he thought, they’re truck driv-
ers. They’re construction workers. They’re racetrack workers. 
They’re hard-charging and—wait a second—hardwork-
ing individuals.

Aha! There it is! These people don’t want stronger coffee. 
They don’t want more caffeine. They don’t even want 
more energy. No, in reality, Mike Brown’s customers want 
the ability to work themselves to death.

So that’s exactly what he sells.

That’s why the name “Death Wish Coffee” makes sense, 
although we laugh and shake our heads just hearing it. 
That’s why Mike’s aspiration is strategic, not fluffy or 
foolish or rebellious. That’s why robusta beans are safe 
instead of risky. Mike had informed his aspiration with a 
fundamental insight about his customers. His customers 
work their butts off, and they reach for coffee for the end 
result, not the experience. They want the ability to work 
themselves to death, so that’s what Mike should sell.

When we operate like Mike, like investigators, we stop 
acting like a commodity and become the exception. For 
instance, in the coffee business, plenty of brands sell 
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strong coffee. Plenty of brands sell caffeine. Some brands 
even sell the idea of more energy during your day. But 
Mike and Death Wish Coffee are the only ones who sell 
the ability to work insanely hard. Had Mike copied the 
average approach, he’d have missed this opportunity. 
That’s the danger of focusing on “what works” across a 
job function, company, or industry. We’re at risk of rely-
ing on assumptions others are making about the specific 
details we face each day. “That works in general, so just 
follow that.” What if we stopped relying on what works 
in general? After all, nobody operates in a generality.

Mike certainly didn’t.

Mike operated in upstate New York—a detail that factored 
into his thinking and his decisions. To understand what 
I mean, consider the climate of Mike’s home county, as 
well as the surrounding counties in New York state at 
the time.

According to a report by New York’s Center for Eco-
nomic Growth (CEG), the region’s population was in 
rapid decline around the same time Mike was building 
his shop and, later, the Death Wish brand. Between April 
1, 2010, and July 1, 2016, the population for upstate New 
York dropped by 93,530. When you factor in the death 
and birth rates, the region lost a total of 59,648 people 
over roughly six years. The reason was simple: jobs. Like 
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many other areas in the United States, blue-collar jobs 
were getting outsourced or automated, while factories 
kept closing and laying off workers. Additionally, white-
collar workers were relocating to major cities to follow 
the companies that could employ them. In the study, the 
CEG found that northern regions of New York were par-
ticularly hard hit.

Except for two.

Buried in the details of this report are two exceptions to 
the trend, two counties experiencing an influx of people 
instead of a decline: Albany and Saratoga. In fact, Sara-
toga county experienced a massive 3.4 percent population 
increase over the same period that other areas were losing 
residents—the largest such increase in the state. Thanks 
to the county’s investments in technology, small business, 
and work-training initiatives, people poured into Saratoga 
Springs and the surrounding towns, and they all arrived 
for one reason: to work insanely hard.

That’s what Mike’s customers wanted, so that’s what he 
sold. As a first step, his aspiration had turned his vague 
but burning desire to be exceptional into something spe-
cific and concrete. Next, his customer insight told him he 
could pursue that aspiration with confidence, informed 
by the specific situation in which he worked. Thus, Death 
Wish Coffee was born.
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Take one look at the Death Wish brand today, and you’ll 
notice just how much Mike’s customer insight informs 
the entire company. Death Wish has a jet black and blood 
red color scheme with a white skull-and-crossbones icon. 
The brand identity clashes in menacing fashion with all 
the rustic browns, forest greens, or soft oranges used by 
the average coffee brands—brands that sell strong coffee 
or more caffeine, but not the ability to work yourself to 
death. (After all, America might run on Dunkin’, but it 
sure as hell doesn’t die on it.)

On Instagram, Death Wish shows off just how unique 
they are compared to their peers. Leather-clad employ-
ees lift huge, medieval-style clay mugs toward their even 
larger beards. Warehouse workers in faded denim uni-
forms glare at the camera, coffees in hand. Every few 
posts, the marketers at Death Wish share a motivational 
quote. While this is a pretty typical practice for a brand 
on social media, Death Wish manages to break from 
even this common convention. Instead of sunrises and 
mountain ranges and uplifting words from history’s best 
thinkers, Death Wish shares quotes like, “It’s a beauti-
ful day to leave me alone,” and, “I’d give up coffee, but 
I’d have to take up murder.” My personal favorite reads, 

“Did you ever stop to think that maybe coffee is addicted 
to me?”
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LET’S MAKE SHERLOCK PROUD

From their name and identity to the tiniest of details on 
social media, Death Wish is an exception in the coffee 
business, but they didn’t arrive there by trying to be dif-
ferent from their peers. Instead, acting like an investigator 
led Mike to make decisions based on his own situation 
rather than the conventional wisdom of his space. Those 
details led him to something far different than the gen-
eral thinking because he wasn’t focused on generalities. 
Indeed, the difference between Death Wish and other 
coffee brands doesn’t stop at the menacing logo or the 
aggressive anti-motivational quotes. The real, underlying 
reason Death Wish is exceptional is that they actually 
understand what makes them an exception.

When you and I act like investigators, we start to pay more 
attention to our audience than to the industry, and when 
that happens, the audience tends to pay more attention 
to us. We’re so obsessed with industry echo chambers, 
which is a fine place to start, but remember what all of 
that information is for: your audience. It’s all for the cus-
tomer or reader or client or whomever you serve. What if 
we spent more of our time focused on them? In the end, 
experts may know what works in general, but investiga-
tors supplement that broad wisdom with evidence.

Admittedly, there’s a balance. We constantly make deci-
sions based on habit, precedent, or common knowledge. 
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Generalizing can feel inevitable or even quite helpful in 
making decisions. Can you imagine a world where every 
move was questioned without first conducting a rigorous 
investigation? We’d all be paralyzed. Still, the working 
world struggles to break free of conventional thinking 
even when companies or individuals know it’s holding 
them back. The goal isn’t to remove all generalizations 
but rather to establish a baseline understanding of our 
specific situation, each and every time we encounter a 
new one.

If Sherlock Holmes were real and, let’s say, a digital mar-
keter, he’d be a valuable asset to the team because he’d 
provide firsthand clues to supplement an industry flooded 
by secondhand advice. Just like this rather lame, thank-
fully fictional Sherlock, Mike Brown supplemented what 
he’d learned from studying his industry with firsthand 
knowledge of what he aspired to do and his customers 
yearned to buy. Achieving that kind of clarity required 
him to set aside conventional thinking for a moment in 
order to think for himself.

Ask yourself: Are you spending more time learning about 
your company or yourself? Do you spend more money 
getting up to speed on your industry or your customers?

Then, once we believe we know ourselves and our cus-
tomers in theory, can we test our assumptions? That is 
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exactly what Mike Brown did. He decided to test his aspi-
ration and his customer insight by creating one batch of 
Death Wish Coffee. It was a simple, constrained project. 
He planned to create a single roast of Death Wish, with 
more caffeine than the average cup, to sell to one type of 
customer at some point that quarter at a rate of one bag 
per week. Those five details represented his constraints. 
If he succeeded within those limitations, he could expand, 
driven by the confidence that he was heading in the 
right direction. It’s also worth noting that this new-and-
improved Mike wasn’t obsessed with yielding final results. 
Instead, he was looking for a sign that he was on the right 
path toward results. Little by little, he found it.

“We sold one bag a month, and then one bag a week,” he 
said. “And then I remember bringing two bags per day to 
the post office, and I thought, ‘This is the most amazing 
thing ever!’ And pretty soon, I’d hired someone to help 
me out with social media and was thinking that this could 
be a real business someday.”

With every step Mike took, he informed his decisions 
using his customers’ reactions to his tests. Even though he 
dreamed of selling millions of bags of Death Wish Coffee, 
his first step was to sell one bag overall, then one bag per 
month, then one bag per week, and so on. Although the 
product’s initial sales weren’t huge, the initial customer 
reactions were.
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On Twitter, one customer raved: “You haven’t had coffee 
until you’ve had Death Wish!”

“Here we goooo!” tweeted another, with an image of the 
new Death Wish logo.

Mike hadn’t sold a ton of Death Wish yet, but he’d wit-
nessed a small number of people reacting in a big way to 
what he was doing. This wasn’t the final success he craved, 
but it was a signal he was on the right path. So often in 
the business world, we overlook that strong signal. We 
seek final success or the big, topline number to justify 
our actions. When that doesn’t come, we fall back on the 
conventional approach. Not Mike. He understands the 
signal inherent in emotional customer reactions. They’re 
a sign you should keep going.

After seeing such strong responses from his early adopt-
ers, Mike expanded his tests. He found the right path. He 
could take all that pent-up passion and determination 
that previously caused him to sprint madly in all direc-
tions and focus it in the right direction, strategically, 
carefully, and confidently. So Mike created more bags 
of Death Wish. He hired that social manager, as well as a 
few warehouse workers to package and ship his product. 
He hired an agency to design the logo and build an initial 
website. He expanded his products to include seasonal 
flavors, Keurig cups, mugs, hats, shirts, and more. With 
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every move he made, he looked for a passionate response 
from people as a sign he should invest more. If he didn’t 
see it, he killed his tests. If he did, he leaned in harder. 
Step by step, Mike built a thriving e-commerce business 
out of the sputtering Saratoga Coffee Traders shop—a 
shop now on the rise thanks to its flagship product, billed 
to customers as “The World’s Strongest Coffee.” It’s a 
global brand, shipping products all over the world. Actu-
ally, let me amend that statement—because it turns out 
Death Wish ships their products out of this world. On June 
29, 2018, Death Wish sent their coffee into space.

Announced on their podcast, Fueled by Death Cast, the 
company partnered with SpaceX to send a specially made 
blend of freeze-dried Death Wish Coffee to the Inter-
national Space Station. The process began a year prior, 
early in their podcast’s run, when retired astronaut Nicole 
Stott appeared as a guest. On the show, she explained just 
how exhausted she felt after doing a “space walk” around 
the outside of the space station, in full gear, tethered to 
the side of the station’s hull. After six and a half hours of 
physical and mental exertion, not to mention the extreme 
emotions Nicole recalls feeling seeing a stunning Earth 
stretching below her, all she wanted was a strong cup of 
coffee. Death Cast co-host Dustin Alexander, a.k.a. “The 
Amazing D-Man,” then asked Nicole a simple question: 

“How do we get Death Wish Coffee into space?” As with 
most things the hosts say, it was meant as a joke.
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“You know what?” Nicole mused. “Let’s talk about that. I 
think people would love it.”

A year later, thanks to Nicole’s help and an assist from 
SpaceX, Death Wish Coffee was delivered to the Inter-
national Space Station. “The World’s Strongest Coffee” 
is now “The Galaxy’s Strongest Coffee.” (I guess Mike 
needs to update his aspiration.)

Mike Brown and Death Wish Coffee are generating 
exceptional results, not because Mike found a new trend 
or best practice to follow, but because he became the 
consummate investigator into his specific situation. He 
articulated his aspiration, found a customer insight, and 
then tested every decision with his customers.

Mike’s work can teach us something powerful about 
building exceptional companies and careers: when we 
make learning the point, instead of the end results, we 
tend to get better end results.

Do you inform your decisions by investigating your sit-
uation or by finding what works in general? Have you 
given enough thought to what makes your context an 
exception from the norm, or do you rely on conven-
tional thinking?
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WHAT WE USUALLY TRY

This entire book is really about one principle: doing what-
ever works best for us. Although the differences between us 
and others may be small, I believe they make all the differ-
ence in the world. Informing your work using those details 
is the difference between doing something exceptional 
and being yet another average-something in your space.

The truth is, our world today is evolving faster than ever, 
so when someone claims to have “the” answer, the only 
thing we can say with certainty is that “the” answer will 
change. On the other hand, if we were to become mas-
ters of figuring things out in any given scenario, we’d be 
unstoppable. Rather than knowing what worked for the 
average person, we’d be equipped to constantly update 
our knowledge, inform our decisions, and customize our 
work to fit our own situation. What if we could always 
identify the best possible decision for us in our situation, 
regardless of how the situation changes?

To understand that, I believe your context holds the clues, 
not the conventional thinking, and with that informa-
tion in hand, you can find more clarity and make better 
decisions. All that matters is that you do what works 
for you—even if, from the outside looking in, your work 
seems different, counter-cultural, or even crazy to others. 
Death Wish Coffee certainly looks radical compared to 
their peers.
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Four years after Mike launched the company, the world 
watched as a Viking captain urged his men to keep rowing 
through the storm, only to tumble out of a mug and into 
the mouth of a disheveled-looking man. The man glances 
into his mug, satisfied. He smiles as a booming announcer 
cuts in: “Death Wish Coffee. Fiercely caffeinated.”

On social media, Death Wish has over 700,000 passion-
ate followers—people who see themselves reflected in 
the aggressive branding and who demand their coffee 
be both strong and dark. In 2015, those raving fans voted 
Death Wish to the top spot in a contest run by the tech 
company Intuit. Fifteen-thousand small businesses 
entered that contest, but Death Wish received the most 
votes. The grand prize? A free Super Bowl ad.

Thanks to the success of Death Wish, Mike no longer 
labors to keep a single coffee shop afloat. Instead, he 
runs a thriving global brand. He has an office, a team, 
and a place to live that isn’t down the hall from his mother. 
Every year, Death Wish sells millions of dollars in prod-
ucts, while Mike has been featured everywhere from 
CNN to The New York Times to one very well-written and 
entertaining book that you were smart to buy. (Have I 
mentioned how good you look today?)

Through it all, despite the warnings of his peers and the 
musings of experts, despite his early thrashing and scuf-
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fling and trying each and every new idea that popped to 
mind, Mike never stopped thinking for himself.

“That’s the thing about coffee,” Mike later told me on my 
podcast, Unthinkable. “There are tons of people out there 
who are experts and think coffee should taste a distinct 
way, but you know, it’s all a personal preference.”

Mike aspired to do exceptional work. In his mind, the enemy 
wasn’t failure; it was settling for average. As I’ve traveled 
the world as a keynote speaker and interviewed hundreds 
of creative people as a podcaster, I’ve met countless indi-
viduals who feel the same way as Mike. They’re frustrated 
by average work and long to do something exceptional. 
Their stories seem crazy, until you hear their side of it. Then 
it seems rather logical and smart. What’s the difference? 
That’s what I want to learn in our journey together here.

In each one of my speeches for the past few years, I’ve 
asked the audience the same question: “On a scale of 
zero to ten, who here aspires to be a five?”

Crickets. Always. Except for that one smartass in the back 
with his hand up. (Dammit, Larry, I saw that!) But for the 
most part, it’s dead silent in the room, and that’s an obvi-
ous reaction to a pretty obvious question. Nobody aspires 
to be a five. But really think about why. Go ahead, I’ll wait. 
(I literally can’t move forward until your eyes do, so…)
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Why doesn’t anybody aspire to be a five out of ten?

Because five is average, right? And nobody aspires to be 
average. However, it’s so easy for us to do average work. 
Just think about your own situation. Are you doing work 
you’d consider a ten out of ten all the time? Is your team? 
Your company? Your industry as a whole?

Why not? And if not, what are you doing instead?

Maybe you’re doing work that feels repetitive. You just 
keep reusing something that worked in the past. Maybe 
you’re copying others, trying anything and everything 
from companies or individuals who succeed. Maybe 
you’re stuck, and you don’t know how to move forward. 
Or maybe you’re just not seeing the results you think 
you deserve, given how incredibly hard you’re working. 
Whatever the case, too much of our work ends up feel-
ing average. There’s this gap that exists in our careers 
between the work we aspire to do and the work we’re 
actually doing; between the results we want to see and 
the results we’re actually seeing.

That’s so damn frustrating! Isn’t it? I just can’t stop 
wondering why. Why does this gap exist? And more 
importantly, how do we close it or prevent it from exist-
ing in the first place?
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So now we return to that troublesome question: what 
does it actually take to be exceptional?

If we examine our normal behavior when we typically try 
to close that gap, we’ll fi nd our answers. Because what do 
we normally do when we need better results?

We look for best practices.

THE 3 DANGEROUS WAYS WE FIND BEST PRACTICES

Our hope for best practices is that our work will look 
something like this chart.

We’re doing our daily work, but then we encounter that 
gap between average and exceptional. We’re not seeing 
the results or feeling as fulfi lled as we want. Suddenly, we 
fi nd a best practice and implement it, and we’re whisked 
away to the promised land where fi nally we start doing 
our best work and seeing amazing results! That is our 
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hope for best practices. But our reality looks a lot more 
like this one.

Over and over again, we fi nd another best practice, and 
we just keep hoping and praying that one of them, one 
time, will fi nally deliver us better results. In the internet 
age, this process has gone insane. There’s more infor-
mation and advice out there than ever before. However, 
our problem isn’t the volume of information; it’s how we 
make sense of it all. Our biggest issue is how we make 
decisions in the workplace.

We tend to make our decisions in one of three ways, each 
of which can be rather troublesome.

Sometimes, we make decisions based on the best prac-
tice that carries the most weight in our minds. This is the 
path of conventional wisdom. The convention promises 
safety and certainty. It’s the reliable approach, the tried-
and-true. Surely, we think, if it works for all of these people, 
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it will work for me. Naturally, we believe, if the playbook 
worked back then, it will work for us now.

But here’s the problem: Just because something is 
the most common approach doesn’t mean it’s the best 
approach for us. Informing our decisions based purely 
on conventional wisdom only biases our thinking toward 
whatever the most people are saying or doing. That type 
of thinking doesn’t guarantee we’ll create exceptional 
work—not without knowing how or if it applies to us.

The newspaper industry learned this the hard way. In a 
column for Fast Company, bestselling author Shane Snow 
(Smartcuts and Dream Teams) shares the hilarious yet hor-
rifying story that reveals the problem with conventional 
wisdom. Snow points to the decision made by The Inde-
pendent in the early 2000s to reduce the size of the paper 
they used for their print editions. From the outside look-
ing in, this decision seems unusual—until you understand 
their side of the story.

For centuries, newspapers were always printed on 
“broadsheets,” large sheets of paper allowing for lengthy 
columns of text, typically measuring twenty-two inches 
tall. The first broadsheet newspaper was published in the 
Netherlands in 1618, but it didn’t become the industry 
standard until nearly a century later. In 1712, the Brit-
ish government decided to tax newspapers based on the 
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number of pages they used. In response, most publishers 
began using broadsheets. They’d found a loophole. They 
could publish just as many words and stories, but with 
fewer pages, thus avoiding steeper taxes.

That law was repealed in the 1800s, but by then, 
broadsheets had become the best practice. As a result, 
hundreds of years later, when The Independent decided 
to print on smaller pages, it seemed like a ridiculous 
decision. After all, everyone knows newspapers need to 
use twenty-two-inch pages! It’d be foolish to do anything 
different—except the decision to do something different 
worked better. According to the Harvard Business Review, 
the switch to more compact pages helped The Independent 
save money and generate more revenue.

I’d ask you: What’s more foolish? Relying on a best prac-
tice established centuries ago, based on a law that no 
longer applies, or questioning that practice? In addition 
to being the product of a bygone era and obsolete tax, 
the main reason The Independent switched to compact 
pages didn’t exist back when the best practice was first 
established: declining print revenue due to the internet.

Snow’s article is appropriately titled “The Problem With 
Best Practices,” and he cuts to the core of this ridiculous-
ness when he writes, “The ‘best practice’ is one of the 
business world’s most common conventions, but it’s 
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often arbitrary and based mainly on habit—the result of 
conditions that no longer apply.”

Conditions may change, but too often, we don’t. As a 
result, our knowledge can grow stale. The publishers who 
questioned The Independent informed their thinking and 
found their best practices using conventional wisdom, 
and as a result, they either fell behind or missed out on 
the savings and sales that The Independent generated. 
Let this story be a warning to us all: we shouldn’t let a 
false sense of certainty about knowing “the” answer pre-
vent us from seizing new opportunities. In our efforts 
to close the gap between average and exceptional work, 
we shouldn’t base our decisions on whatever feels 
most common.

On the other hand, we shouldn’t base our decisions on 
whatever seems newest, either. This is the second way 
we often look for best practices: We obsess over trendy 
tactics. We herald the arrival of a new technology or 
technique as the latest and greatest approach. Surely, it 
will deliver us to the promised land. We like being “on the 
bleeding edge,” and we love hearing predictions about 
what the future holds. Like battle cries from the board-
room, we emerge confident in our innovative thinking. 
It’s the year of mobile! Virtual reality is here! We glom onto 
new trends, and we squeeze them for all the value we can 
before searching for the next one.
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Unfortunately, just because something is new doesn’t 
make it the best something for us. In our hunt for best 
practices, informing our decisions based purely on the 
latest or buzziest approaches only biases our thinking 
toward whatever feels newest. Jumping on the latest 
bandwagon doesn’t ensure we create exceptional work.

The perfect example of conflating “new” with “best” is 
the rise of SiteLinks. In November 2009, Google intro-
duced SiteLinks, a new feature of its search engine 
advertising product that would allow marketers to 
append four additional blue links just below their ads. 
For instance, if you search “Nike shoes,” the subsequent 
ad might read “Shop Nike.com—Official Nike Store” at 
the top, followed by four smaller blue links saying some-
thing like, “Shop New Releases,” “Shop Women’s Shoes,” 

“Shop Men’s Shoes,” and “Shop Children’s Shoes.” Those 
last four links are SiteLinks.

As long as I live, I will never forget SiteLinks, or the 
number Google used to convince advertisers to adopt 
this feature: 30 percent. That stat is burned into my brain 
forever. You see, I was part of the sales team at Google 
that helped launch SiteLinks to advertisers. During beta 
testing, Google found that clicks to ads increased by “30 
percent on average” using SiteLinks—a line I used thou-
sands of times in emails, phone calls, and meetings. As an 
account manager, I had over 1,000 small business clients, 
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all of which received “scalable sales initiatives” from me 
and my teammates. Since my clients were small busi-
nesses, Google didn’t invest in one-on-one or in-person 
support. Instead, I’d receive spreadsheets and training 
modules from Mothership Googs, instructing me to send 
batch emails or pitch decks, or to call a certain subset 
of accounts to prescribe the same change. In 2009, that 
change was to enable SiteLinks.

The logic was simple: “We’ve seen advertisers get 30 per-
cent more clicks on average. If you enable them, you’ll 
also get more clicks. More clicks means more sales on 
your website.” But this was faulty logic, especially con-
sidering that small business websites are typically a mess. 
There’s no guarantee they’d see more sales, despite addi-
tional traffic. However, there was one thing that was a 
guarantee: Google would generate more revenue. So I 
was told to sell SiteLinks.

Despite being in my early twenties, marketing executives 
and practitioners alike thought I knew something, and 
I suppose I did know something: I knew what worked 
on average. As for what might work for my specific cli-
ents? That was something I couldn’t tell them. I just 
prayed those questions never came. When they didn’t, 
I was grateful at the time, but now I wonder, why didn’t 
they? Why didn’t my clients start their thinking by con-
sidering their context first, and then make sense of this 
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new trend, given what they knew to be true about their 
own businesses?

Instead, history repeated with SiteLinks, just as it had 
with every sale we made. Clients conflated what works 
in general with what works for them. In under a year, mil-
lions of businesses had adopted SiteLinks. Google had 
activated its massive reach and unleashed legions of 
charismatic salespeople (and also me) upon their clients, 
and they simply brute-forced a new trend into existence.

Why are SiteLinks a best practice? Because Google wants 
them to be.

Months later, when clients complained that their budgets 
were drained without seeing corresponding sales, I was 
told to ask if they’d tried Google Analytics on their sites. 
Google laughed all the way to the bank while I stared at 
my sales quota and felt sick to my stomach: 104 percent 
to target.

Like the newspaper publishers that doubted The Indepen-
dent or my clients that trusted Google, in our efforts to 
get better results, we often seek best practices through 
conventional wisdom or trendy new tactics. This biases 
our thinking toward whatever is most common or newest. 
But there’s a third, equally dangerous way we sometimes 
conduct ourselves at work: we thrash.
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All too often, our behavior reveals that we have no idea 
what we’re trying to do. Like Mike Brown, we try abso-
lutely anything and everything until our work devolves 
into chaos. We send or receive panicked emails. (What’s 
our Snapchat strategy?!) We slap more logos on our web-
site and add more skills to our LinkedIn profiles. We run 
reports to show others all the projects we finished or 

“pieces” we published or tickets we answered or updates 
we shipped. In this frenetic and exhausting race for better 
results, we try lots and lots of stuff without really know-
ing why.

There’s just one problem here. (Actually, no, there are 
at least twenty-three problems here.) Just because we’re 
doing lots of stuff doesn’t mean any of that stuff is the 
best stuff for us. Additionally, the more stuff we do, the 
harder it becomes to identify what’s working and what 
needs fixing. In our desire to see better results, we can 
get so overwhelmed, stressed, or confused that we 
simply churn out more. In doing so, we bias our work 
toward activities, not results or fulfillment. We prioritize 
tactics over strategy. This rarely, if ever, leads to excep-
tional work.

Unfortunately, this lack of clarity is enabled by the very 
things that are supposed to deliver clarity in the first place. 
Who hasn’t gone down a rabbit hole of searches, videos, 
pages, podcasts, and posts? The internet age has a dark 
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side in our work: Advice Overload. It’s just so tempting 
and easy to seek our answers elsewhere that we find our-
selves with far too many of them, far too quickly.

For example, maybe you’re a big brand executive and 
want to capitalize on a new trend—something like pre-
dictive analytics. To get your team up to speed, you can 
simply visit YouTube and pull up tens of thousands of 
videos from experts. In seconds, you’ve accessed millions 
of hours of advice that you and your team can use.

Maybe you’re not an executive. Maybe you’re just enter-
ing the workforce looking for a job, or you’re trying to 
switch career paths, or you’re seeking that next promo-
tion. If that’s you, why not visit Amazon and buy any of 
the 47,046 books offering career advice, many from the 
world’s biggest names in business and self-help?

Maybe you love your current job, but you’re trying to grow 
your company’s Twitter following. Well, when should you 
send out your tweets? Quick, can you tell me the best time 
for a business to tweet?

Time’s up, but it doesn’t matter if you knew the answer 
anyway, because in under a second, you can get 35 million 
results on Google. Even better, you won’t need to read any 
of those pages. You can just glance at the little box at the 
top that Google uses to share the most popular answers 
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on their search results pages. (Apparently, you should 
tweet at 3 p.m. local time.)

My friend, this world is flooded with advice and ideas for 
our work, all of which we can access in an instant—but so 
can everyone else. And guess what happens when I tell 
the readers of this book that the best time to tweet is 3 
p.m.? That is no longer the best time to tweet!

My point is this: it has never been easier to be average. 
If we don’t have an answer or an idea, we can find and 
follow everyone else’s. As a result, much of our work is 
derivative. Like Mike Brown, we may not want to build 
average careers or companies, but when we purely rely on 
the ideas and answers of others, we wind up creating com-
modity work. It’s like someone injected every searcher 
and every thinker with some Death Wish Coffee, straight 
to the brain. The world’s information has exploded, and 
we can access it in the blink of a (very twitchy) eye.

THE WHEEL

It’s like we’re trapped. We’re trapped in this never-ending 
cycle of best practices. It’s like this constantly spinning 
wheel. The character Daenerys Targaryen from Game of 
Thrones nails it when she says the ruling families of her 
world, Westeros, are all “just spokes on a wheel.” First 
one is on top, then another’s on top, and on and on this 
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wheel spins. We might not live in Westeros (thank God—
it’s pretty murdery there), but we’re similarly caught on 
our own version of that ever-spinning wheel. First one 
best practice is on top, then another, and another. We 
just keep hoping and praying that we’ll find one to save 
us. But they’re merely spokes on a wheel.

When we base our decisions on conventional wisdom, 
we’re just clinging to one spoke and risk getting crushed 
as the world turns. When we rely too much on new trends, 
we stretch ourselves thin, reaching across the wheel to 
grab the next spoke, then the next, never fully grasp-
ing anything, constantly reacting to everything we see 
coming. When we lack clarity, our work devolves into 
chaos as the wheel spins out of control.

On and on this wheel spins, taking us to the one place 
we don’t want our careers or companies to be: average.

In my decade as a content marketer, I’ve watched as 
my peers and leaders obsessed over banner advertising, 
then organic search (SEO), then paid search. Before long, 
it was all about social media, then content marketing, 
then influencer marketing. As I write these very words, 
the industry is abuzz about account-based marketing 
and artificial intelligence. Every year, we write predic-
tions of what the next twelve months will bring, and 
every year, I wait for someone to admit, “It depends.” 
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Instead, people claim to know “the” answer in some 
general sense.

It’s time we got specific. We’re told best practices work 
best for others, but what works best for us? Better yet, 
what works for you? Admittedly, it’s not an easy question 
to answer, especially when we’re constantly pressured to 
deliver results. But we shouldn’t make decisions based on 
whatever is most common or newest. We should make 
decisions based on whatever works best for us. There’s 
a certain clarity and subsequent power that comes with 
better self-awareness and situational awareness. It’s 
worth our time to investigate this idea further. That’s why 
I was so excited to learn about Mike Brown and Death 
Wish Coffee. Fundamentally, it’s a story of profound 
awareness. That level of understanding about his own 
situation helped Mike make the best decisions possible—
better than any best practice could provide.

In the coming chapters, we’ll meet some remarkable 
people who questioned the convention, broke from best 
practices, and refused to settle for good enough. We’ll 
meet the warm but weird social media team working at 
a dictionary brand and their leader who used a simple 
statement to turn their boring marketing into a shocking 
success. We’ll talk to a serial entrepreneur who is frustrat-
ingly good at noticing simple but powerful truths about 
the world that we so often miss. We’ll meet a man who 
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saved an island by saving a species in a way his peers 
overlooked for decades—a fella nicknamed “The Parrot 
Man of the Caribbean.”

From the turnaround story of Starbucks in a market 
where they previously struggled, to one of the most suc-
cessful side projects of all time, we’ll meet a wide range 
of people who all exhibit the same behavior: rather than 
rely on best practices, they did what worked best for them. 
They asked the right questions rather than obsessing over 
everyone else’s right answers. In the end, this helped 
them do their very best work.

Today more than ever, it’s so incredibly easy to be aver-
age. But I know you want something more. It’s my fiercest 
belief that exceptional work only happens when we find 
and follow what makes us an exception. So how do we 
do that? And can we make it as simple as finding and 
following the most common, the latest, or the easiest 
best practice?

I believe we can. It all starts with a single mentality shift. 
Ask yourself: Will you continue relying on experts or act 
more like an investigator? Will you blindly trust the next 
influencer who hands you an answer, or will you try to 
find your own? If we start our process there, we’d see the 
wheel for what it is. We’d make better decisions than any 
best practice can provide. As we head to the next chapter, 
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hold tight to your desire to do more exceptional work. 
Like Mike Brown did, we’re going to turn that vague and 
burning desire into something specific and concrete. 
We’re going to close that gap between the work we’re 
doing and the work we aspire to do. To paraphrase our 
fictional friend Daenerys Targaryen, we’re not going to 
merely stop the wheel.

We’re going to break it.


